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A Vintage Signature
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StyleA Vintage Signature
by Blythe Thimsen
photos by Alan Bisson

Chaps restaurant, 
in Spokane’s Latah 
Creek neighborhood, 
is popular for its baked 
oatmeal and delicious 

scones, but one step into the beloved 
establishment, and it’s the fabulous 
vintage style adorning the place that 
most people fall in love with right 
away. It is unexpected, surprising, 
eclectic and endearing. That look 
is the signature style of owner 
Celeste Shaw, who has unofficially 
cornered the local market on 
vintage, effortlessly combining 
eclectic pieces from yesteryear with 
unexpected finds today. 
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A swing, from an old school playground in France, hangs 
between the living room and dining room. Celeste has a 
unique ability to spot what one person may view as “old” 
or “junk,” and repurpose it into a stunning piece of decor. 
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Celeste has trademarked her 
perfected vintage style in the hearts 
of locals, who often seek style advice 
from her. She briefly ventured into 
a vintage retail experience this past 
summer, to share her expertise with 
local shoppers; however, she is no 
longer involved, instead focusing on 
what she does best: caring for her 
Chaps customers and creating the most 
enviable local vintage environment. 

When Celeste goes home at night, 
it is to an incredible house that 
showcases her distinct style, and where 
vintage clearly reigns supreme. Don’t 
look for cookie cutter design here; it’s 
vintage all the way. A metal swing from 

a broken down playground in France 
hangs in her living room; decadent 
crystal chandeliers replace plain lamps 
on the front porch, mixing elegance 
with outdoor rustic style; every light in 
the house uses vintage filament bulbs; 
all of the dishes and linens are vintage; 
mugs from a variety of old diners are 
found in the kitchen. This is the mecca 
of vintage.

Celeste’s trademark style is so 
distinct, one wonders if she taught her 
husband of 13 years, Dan Coulston, 
a critical care physician, to love this 
style or if he would simply love her, 
regardless of what style she brought 
into the house. “It wasn’t so much 
teaching him, it was more letting him 
create what he really loved for himself,” 
she says of how their styles have 
meshed to create the beautiful home in 
which they live. “Us together, that has 
really allowed both of us to see what 
comes to fruition and what happens 

The fireplace mantle was created by Dan out of a 
tree that fell on the property during Ice Storm. 
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One of the tall couches in the great room is showcased 
behind a tree, which is original to the property. The 
statue of Mary came from a home on the South Hill, and 
now watches over this room in which friends, family and 
four-legged friends (seen relaxing in the background) like 
to gather. Don’t you want to sit a while? 
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Celeste’s grandmother, Selma, first 
taught her about vintage style. It was 
on her farm in northeast Montana that 
Celeste spent much of her childhood, 
with her grandmother’s cooking and 
wisdom leaving an impression on her. 
“She was rugged, almost, with the farm, 
but I saw her as a beautiful,” says Celeste. 
“She would have filthy hands from 
working, but she always wore an apron 
and red lipstick.” Meet Celeste any day 
of the week, and she too will have on an 
apron and red lipstick. 

“I’m comfortable with dirt,” she says 
of her ability to create a lived-in home, 
rather than a museum-like setting where 
nothing can be touched or disturbed. “I 
like that people can come in from the 

road or the farm and put their feet up.”
It is exactly that come-on-in-and-put-

your-feet-up feeling that welcomes you 
upon entering her home. French doors 
open to a main living space covered in 
tile floors and accented by a dramatic 
wall of Australian lace wood boxes, built 
by Dan. “Every nail, every screw, he 
did,” says Celeste of her husband’s talent 
that helped build this house. “All of the 

Decorative old suitcases evoke a spirit of adven-
ture, while a discarded chair finds new purpose. 
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moldings in here were pieces Dan ran 
through his router.” 

Graciously sized leather furniture in 
the living room is clustered around the 
fireplace, welcoming you to sit for a while 
and put your feet up on the coffee table. 
The rock fireplace, which continually has 
a fire burning throughout the cold winter 
months, was hand built by Dan. He even 
salvaged a tree that fell down during Ice 

Above: The dining room table is surrounded by 
old school chairs from France. 

Left: Just like at her restaurant, Chaps, Celeste 
uses letters to decorate and strike a theme.  
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Storm, turning it into the mantle on the 
fireplace.  

“Dan is a builder everyday,” says Celeste 
of his work on the house. “It has always 
been a work in progress.” Finding the land 
on which they live when he first came to 
Spokane, Dan cleared it himself, and built 
a one-room pole house on the property. 
Over the years, additions and changes 
done by Dan, mixed with Celeste’s 
trademark vintage style have transformed 
it into the home it is today. 

The dining room was the end of the 
original house, but today it sits cozily in 
the middle of the home’s footprint. When 
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“My house is happiest when it is filled with sounds of 
people and animals,” says Celeste. She and her husband 
have 26 chickens (for which she bakes homemade bread 
for their feed) eight roosters, and five dogs - two of whom 
were too content relaxing to strike a pose for the camera. 
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guests gather for dinner here, it is around a 
long, old planked wood table, surrounded 
by vintage chairs from an old school in 
France. Dena Keiffer, owner of Roost, 
a vintage shop in Spokane, handmade 
the wood table. “I wanted a farm table,” 
says Celeste, of the inspiration behind the 
piece. “My grandmother always said, ‘If 
there is dinner on the table for four, and 
twelve show up, then there is enough for 
twelve.’” That same feeling of welcome 
and acceptance is served up daily at this 
table. 

Double doors lead from the dining 
room to the newer portion of the home, 
where the kitchen and an attached great 
room are located. A combination of tiled 
and wood floors keep things from being 
too uniform in this large, yet snug, space. 

Five bay windows provide ample views 
out onto the 210 acres of property on 
which the house sits. An extra large couch 
was needed to fill the space by the bay 
window. Due to the size of the couch, 
any accompanying furniture had to be 
proportionately-sized. Celeste turned to 
Heather Hanley, owner of both The Tin 

The blue walls of the kitchen are bright and re-
freshing. Also refreshing is the water that pumps 
through this functioning drinking fountain. 
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Roof and Concept Home, to find the perfect, 
uniquely sized furnishings for this room. 
Hanley did not fail, finding two oversized 
couches with extra tall backs! There is an 
Alice in Wonderland feeling one gets sitting in 
these tall-backed couches, which offer a quiet 
and cocooning feel within the large space 
of the room. A cowhide throw on the floor 
provides a nod to Celeste’s Montana roots, 
while the wall behind the tall couch holds 

Above: Old church lecterns, used as nightstands, 
flank the teal blue bed Celeste recently painted. 

Left: An old porch swing now provides the perfect 
spot to sit and read, in the master bedroom. 
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an incredible old window and wood frame, 
which Celeste got from an old building on 
North Division.

A great conversation piece is the tree that 
stands in the middle of the kitchen. It was 
original to the property, and rather than 
remove the tree, Dan built the house around 
it, with it becoming a weight-bearing post 
for the room. Stumped about what to do 
with a built-in tree in your kitchen? Not 
Dan and Celeste! Dan filled the inside of 
the tree with concrete and wired it to work 
as a lamp. 

In the kitchen, a rustic kitchen sink that 
is seven feet long catches the eye. Made in 
1930, there was only 100-200 made before 
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the model was changed. “We needed a crane to get it in,” says Celeste. 
Celeste recently had an idea to recover the kitchen cabinets in bead 

board. “I came home, and Dan had done it,” she says. “I more than 
appreciate him, I am in awe of him. I will have an idea, but Dan has a 
way of creating it. He put the bead board through the router table and 
made it thin enough to curve,” so it could be applied to the cupboards 
and curve around the edges. 

The blue walls of the kitchen are bright and refreshing. Also 
refreshing is the water that pumps through the functioning drinking 
fountain in the kitchen. “That way you don’t have to carry a water 
bottle around,” says Celeste of the novelty. 

Off of the kitchen is a stairway that leads upstairs to the bedrooms 
and living quarters of the home. Massive letters on the wall spell out 
the word “Farm,” reminding you this is a farmhouse, and home to a 
farm girl at heart. “I love words and letters and maps,” says Celeste of 
this design choice. 

At the top of the staircase, double doors open into a room that is 
surrounded by dark wood bookshelves and cupboards. The room 
opens into a turret, housing a guest bedroom with a ladder leading to 
an upper loft. “I sometimes like to rest in here in the summer, with the 
windows open and the sweet air flowing through,” says Celeste. “I can 
hear Dan as he is haying in the fields.”

Above: A library room is attached to the turret guest 
bedroom. 

Left: Cozy quilts with vibrant colors, and ample pillows 
create a bed in which to burrow deep on cold mornings. 
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“Anybody could do this,” says Celeste of the unique decoupage 
style walls found in the turret guest bedroom. “I just used 
wallpaper paste and all kinds of paper. It’s so easy, you could do 
it with anything.”  For this room, she used old wrapping paper, 
sheet music, book pages and old maps of Montana.

At the end of the hall is the master bedroom, with a balcony 
from which she and Dan can overlook their property. A pressed 
tin ceiling draws the eye upward.

A swing in the master bedroom came out of a sanatorium 
in Oregon. Celeste found it outside of Portland, in Aurora 
Mills, on one of her many vintage ventures, where she combs 
through the treasure troves at different antique and vintage 

This door to a room in the back hall, 
like every door in the house, is vin-
tage, coming from an old building or 
business. Every door has a story. 
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stores, not just in Spokane, but throughout 
the Northwest, and even farther away when 
travels allow. 

“I don’t like plain wood,” says Celeste. 
“I really like painted wood, and I love to 
paint furniture.” The plain wood head 
and footboards on the bed in the master 
bedroom had been bugging her for quite 
a while. One morning, at 2 a.m., she woke 
Dan up and told him, “Whatever you do, 
don’t get up, I’m painting the bed.” Anyone 
else would have been fazed by such a 
proclamation, but not Dan, who knows and 
loves Celeste’s creative streak. As he slept, 
she painted around him, transforming the 
bed frame from plain wood to a beautiful 
teal blue color. She painted around his head 
as he slept undisturbed, leaving an arch of 
plain wood to be touched up in the morning. 

Next to the now-teal bed, are nightstands 
made from are old church lecterns from 
a small church in Pine City, eight miles 
outside of Rosalia.

From a church to an old building, to a 
movie set, wherever you look, there are 
things in the house that have lovingly and 
surprisingly been repurposed in a new 
manner. A gold bench sitting in the hallway is 
from one of the last movies in which Jimmy 
Stewart starred. “I love that it is a piece of 
something glamorous in a farmhouse,” says 
Celeste. “I love things with history behind 
them.”

History lurks behind every door in this 
house – literally. Every door in the home is 
a vintage door, meaning they are all different 
and unique. “I’m like a door whore,” says 
Celeste, “I love vintage doors!”

Though everything is eclectic and 
different in the house, for the most part the 
décor is not often changed. “I used to change 
things a lot,” says Celeste of the look of the 
home, “but I was changing it to get it to what 
I wanted it to look like.” Now that she has 
achieved that, there is little that she needs 
are wants to change in the home. 

Achieving the look with which she is so 
comfortable – and for which local vintage 
fans flock to her for inspiration  – has been 
a beautiful journey, but it is even more 
beautiful because it doesn’t end with her. 
Celeste’s love of all things vintage, and 

Above: The turret guest bedroom has decoupage 
style wallpaper (closeup, bottom right), as well 
as an overhead loft. 

Left : One wonders what kind of lessons were 
learned by the schoolchildren who sat in these 
chairs, now surrounding the dining room table. 
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her unique style were inspired by her 
grandmother and passed down to her; 
likewise, she is now passing on the 
gift, by inspiring her daughter-in-law, 
Megan Shaw. After knowing Celeste 
and working at Chaps for several years 
before becoming her daughter-in-law, 
Megan is well acquainted with Celeste’s 
signature style, not only embracing 
it, but also showcasing it herself. She 
has recently opened a retail space in 
the back of Roost store, called Happy 
Girl. “She’s been inspired by the world 
of repurposed and vintage items,” 
says Celeste, who is so proud of the 
incredible work Megan is doing. 

It is no surprise that Celeste’s family 
and her home make her very happy. “My 
house is happiest when it is filled with 
sounds of people and animals, and it is 
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messy,” she says. “I get homesick for here 
whenever I am away.” Even when she is at 
work for the day – a place she adores – her 
heart is longing for the home on the hill; 
the home that showcases her signature style 
and gives a visual display of the love in her 
heart. 


